
Class Notes 

Class: II Topic: (CB) Lesson 2 –My First Day At 
School. (Exercises  from Pg. no. 19 to 24) Subject: ENGLISH 

 

• Write the given content in English Ferry Book. 

 

GRAMMAR  ( Pg. no. 19) 

A. In pairs, circle the pronouns in these sentences. 

1. She  is at a birthday party. 

2. I   like ice cream. 

3. He  works at the store. 

4. We get up early in the morning.  

5. Every evening, they  go to the park. 

6. Can  I eat the mango? 

 

B. Fill in the blanks with you, they or it. (Page no. 20-21) 

1. It is an interesting book.  

2. You should cross the road carefully.  

3. You can play with Manisha and Jamaal. 

4. Look, it is crawling! ( * For babies we use ‘it’ pronoun) 

5. It is my new puppy.  

6. They are my friends. 

 

Spelling ( Pg. no. 23): 

 

Now , add –s or -es to these nouns to make many. 

1. cross - crosses 

2. hug  - hugs 

3. fox  - foxes 

4. buffalo - buffaloes 

5. class - classes 

6. bench - benches 

7. truck -          trucks 

8. dish        -          dishes 

 

B Dictionary skills ( Pg. no. 24): 

Now , number these animals in the correct alphabetical order . 

2. cat  6. lion 

4. goat  7.  monkey 

1. ant            3.  eagle 

5. horse            8.  parrot 

9. swan            10.  whale 

       



 

 *Do all the work given below in your English notebook. 

   Write five sentences about your school. You should also draw a picture. 

 

                         
 

1. The name of my school is    O.P.Jindal School. 

2. It is in    Raigarh, Chhattisgarh. 

3. The school has    a huge playground. 

4. It has   a sports room, a music room    and    many activity rooms. 

5. My teacher’s name is _______________________(Fill your 

     teacher’s name in this blank.) 
 

HOME PRACTICE WORK   (to be done in English notebook) 

Circle the pronouns in these sentences. 

1. I am sending her a new school bag. 

2. It is a white cat. 

3. Krish is talking to you. 

4. You are my friend. 

Fill in the blanks with you, they or it. 

1. ________ are playing football. 

2. ________ was her old shoes. 

3. Mummy made sandwiches for tiffin. ____ were tasty. 

4.  _______ are feeling nervous. 

 

 

 

 

 Note: This content is completely developed and prepared from home. 


